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Legend (in Arabic):

- Administrative boundaries (national)
- Administrative boundaries (provincial)
- Sub-district boundaries (national)
- Sub-district boundaries (provincial)
- Primary roads
- Secondary roads
- Other roads
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Source: G/OSO, OSM.

Legend (in Arabic):
- Borders of the Governorate
- Borders of the Subdistrict
- International boundary (land)
- Tertiary road (land)
- Secondary road (land)
- Primary road (land)
- Coastal road (sea)
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Legend (Arabic):

- Administrative boundaries (village)
- Administrative boundaries (municipality)
- District boundaries (municipality)
- Sub-district boundaries (village)
- Sub-district boundaries (municipality)
- Primary roads (village)
- Primary roads (municipality)
- Secondary roads (municipality)
- Coastal lines (village)
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Legend (Legends):

- Administrative boundary (international)
- Administrative boundary (national)
- General boundary (national)
- Secondary boundary (political)
- Primary boundary (political)
- Secondary road (local)
- Primary road (local)
- Coastal line (sea)

Other road
Second road
Sub-district boundary
District boundary
Governorate boundary
International boundary
Coastline
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Notes: 0.500/3.000 - Resolution of Projection System: Normal Mercator - Scale accuracy: ±10 meters
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